
Dopewalka, Fiyah!
Ref.:
We go bun dem - we go bun dem hypocrites and demma badman
We go bun dem - Yeeeeeeaaah!

1. Strophe:
Ya me say FYAH! - bun dem corruption yo bun dem desire,
yo love and good vibez dem will never expire,
dem try fi hold us down but we're rising up higher
demma say its da truth but de whole a demma lyer,
and dem want fi keep us away from de kaya,
technology - de whole world dem go wire,
but we go spread de good vibez, print thousands a flyer,
de whore it ago fall - one day we get the hire,

Can you hear de words dem comin straight outta me mouth
Can you feel what its's worth and what it's all about
Can you see the world is getting dark around yourself,
But whatever dem go do our plan we never ago shelve

Ref.:
We go bun dem - we go bun dem hypocrites and demma badman
We go bun dem - Yeeeeeeaaah!

2. Strophe:
We haffi bun dem corruption, dependence, addiction of material things
Yes we go bun dem illusion, no luck fi find inna we material dreams,

Can you hear de words dem comin straight outta me mouth
Can you feel what its's worth and what it's all about
Can you see the world is getting dark around yourself,
But whatever dem go do our plan we never ago shelve

Ref.:
We go bun dem - we go bun dem hypocrites and demma badman
We go bun dem - Yeeeeeeaaah!

3. Strophe:
Lets fight de power which is holding we down,
Let we defeat dem, come on burn it all down,
Yes come on people wake up, open your eyes,
Fi recognize dem, fi look through dem disguise...
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